“Mental training and shooting”.
“Mental training in shooting” is a practical book that
explains and provides guidance in the development
of mental skills. It is packed with good,
straightforward advice about what it takes to get
started, develop the use of mental training, learn
solid fundamental techniques – and go all the way
to the top spot!
The book is intended for shooters, instructors,
trainers and coaches at all levels: from beginners
to elite competitors. It is written in a clear,
straightforward style and contains figures,
summaries and a range of practical exercises.
Both the authors have worked with mental training
for many years. Moreover, Anne Grethe Jeppesen
has broad experience as a competition shooter,
trainer and coach and has completed the most
advanced international training course run by
the ISSF. Anne Marte Pensgaard, for her part, has
a Ph.D. in sports psychology and is executive in
charge of this area at Olympiatoppen (high level
sport/Norway). In addition, she holds the position
of associate professor at the Norwegian School of
Sports Sciences.
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Finally, here is a book devoted to the theme of

For everyone with an aim!
But mainly pistol,
rifle, clay pigeon shooters
and biathletes

Mental training

in shooting
by Anne Grethe Jeppesen
and Anne Marte Pensgaard

The aim of this book is to provide material on mental training and mental
skills for shooters and trainers. Something to take you and the competitors
you work with forwards. We want to produce growth!
We will do this by sharing our knowledge and ideas with you. We want you
to ﬁnd something to broaden your experience of this theme and make you
better prepared to make choices regarding training. Questions we want you
to have answered include:
•
•
•
•

1. Aim

of this book
There is no road too long to the man who advances deliberately

Which mental skills are important to develop in shooting?
What basic techniques are appropriate in training mental skills?
How can setting goals be used to keep you on track/direct your efforts?
How can you master stress?

We have written this book as an introduction, a source of motivation and
a workbook for teaching and applying mental training. It contains a range
of different methods, exercises and ideas. The best thing is probably to
read the book in stages, preferably one chapter at a time. Take your time
and step by step try out the methods described. You may want to keep the
book in your shooting bag so it is always to hand when you need inspiration, a tangible exercise or a mental image!

and without undue haste; there are no honours too distant to
the man who prepares himself for them with patience.
(Jean de la Bruyêre)
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•

The book is especially addressed to shooters who take part in
exercises and programmes as riﬂe/pistol/clay pigeon shooters under
the ISSF. However, it is also relevant to biathletes, hunters and archers,
who will ﬁnd much of the material applicable to their situation.

• The book is for everyone who is dissatisﬁed with simply being termed a
shooter, and who likes to instruct and will be working more in the role of
instructor, trainer or coach.

2. Who is this book

suitable for?
This book is for you!
(Anne Marte)

This is the book I wish had been
available 20 years ago when I was

• The book is for everyone searching for an overview and a way out of the
chaotic ﬁeld that mental training has been and still is for many people.
It is for people who want to learn about mental techniques, who want
sample exercises and training programmes, and who want to test or
determine their status (skills tests).
• The book is for everyone with an aim, who dares to take a step back
and be more aware of what they are doing. Everyone with time to
consider and reﬂect on what the sport is and means to them, who wants
to ﬁnd out what goads them onwards. What personal needs are you
looking to meet through your sport? Is it solidarity and camaraderie,
or the “watch this” (!) aspect?
• Do you know enough about what is actually happening when you are in
the middle of a competition and need to focus? What is going on inside
you? Do you know, or can you ﬁnd out? We believe increased awareness
of these issues will make a difference to the choices you make and the
results you achieve.

shooting actively and later whilst
qualifying as a trainer.
(Anne Grethe)
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Can I become a good shooter without mental training? Yes, but your
chances will be much poorer and it will take longer!

3. Is mental training
necessary for shooters?
Be careful of your thoughts,
for they will become words.

Most people practise to become better, pure and simple. They say how
interesting it is to experience and master new skills and tasks, and ﬁnd it
exciting to see how far they can go.
It is logical and simple to understand that to make progress at shooting,
you have to do a lot of shooting. However, there are many other factors that
can affect performance and your ability to develop your skills. For example,
diet can easily affect both concentration and physical performance.
By including mental training, you can be sure of more complete training,
and it is likely that the overall return on your training will improve.
It seems that shooters who prepare for competitions by training a mental
strategy do much better under pressure at the line. Preparation in the form
of mental exercises and procedures can help “clear your head”, help you
adapt your natural excitement and reduce stress.

Be careful of your words,
for they will become actions.
Be careful of your actions,
for they will become habits.
Be careful of your habits,
for they will become character.
Be careful of your character,
for it will become your destiny.
(anon)
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D

o you think that this is only for those aiming to join the elite and not for
you? Well, that’s not true. Mental training is a positive contribution in all
kinds of performance situations. It is just as important to be able to cope
with stress when you are going for a job interview as when you are
shooting in a competition. It is important to maintain a positive and constructive dialogue with yourself – both in your everyday life and when starting the ﬁnal crucial round of a shooting competition. In other words, mental
training is all about techniques and procedures that you can use in many
different contexts, not just in connection with your sport. Mental training will
help make your daily training more fun and, in particular, more efﬁcient.
And all you need to start is a genuine interest in developing as a person
and a competitor.

4. Can all shooters

do mental training?

Yes they can - as long as they are

MENTAL TRAINING IS FOR
EVERYONE WITH AN AIM!

genuinely interested!
Mental training is for everyone with an aim.
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In the context of shooting, mental training has all kinds of deﬁnitions and
meanings. In its most easily understandable form, mental training is training
that prevents and “soothes” negative pressure and stress in connection
with shooting competitions. Mental training is everything that can affect the
shooter’s ability to concentrate, remain steady when sighting on the target,
and squeeze the trigger!

5. What exactely
is mental training?
Mental training consists of procedures and exercises to help
you to become more efﬁcient and better prepared when working
to achieve sports-related goals. In practice, however, mental
training can be so much more.

There is nothing mystical about mental training. It is something that everyone
does – consciously or unconsciously – but those who approach it
systematically generate the best results. Unfortunately, many people
actually perform “negative” mental training – and, unsurprisingly, this has a
negative effect on their performance. Negative mental training consists of irrational, negative and defensive thinking which leads to diminished quality of
life. Positive mental training is logical, optimistic and assertive thinking.
The concept of mental training was introduced in Norway in the
1970s–80s by Willy Railo (#) at the Norwegian School of Sport Science.
At that time, it was centred on improving the performance in competition
of elite athletes. The technique involved training the capacity to relax and
handle stress through progressive relaxation exercises and through autogenic training. In addition, it involved training target images such as “imagine
yourself on the winner’s podium, with the applause ringing in your ears”,
or hitting 15 bulls in a row. Lars Erik Uneståhl was another important ﬁgure
in the ﬁeld of mental training. Both men have written books and recorded
programmes on tapes/CDs.
Anne Grethe Jeppesen (shooter and co-author of this book) was one of
the elite competitors Railo worked with during this period. Tapes of relaxation exercises were prepared (progressive relaxation and autogenic training),
along with target images linked to hitting many bulls, and the ability to
function and break down boundaries under pressure.
In the book Idrettens mentale treningslære (Mental training for sport –
Pensgaard & Hollingen, 2004), mental training is deﬁned as “procedures

POSITIVE MENTAL TRAINING IS
LOGICAL, OPTIMISTIC AND
ASSERTIVE THINKING.
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and exercises that improve the capacity of a competitor to become more
effective and better mentally prepared when he or she strives to achieve
sports-related goals” (page 8). In practice, however, mental training can be
much more. It can encompass everything from a holistic understanding of
life (holism), to coaching, interaction centred on tiny details, diet, physical
training and the avoidance of stress.
(#) In recent years, Willy Railo has been working with leading ﬁgures including Sven-Göran Eriksson. (The Manager of the English National Football
Team).

MENTAL TRAINING IS AN IMPORTANT
PART OF THE TECHNICAL WORK
CONDUCTED AT THE RANGE.
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